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Professional learning communities

Group of teachers with a facilitator inquiring into 
mathematics learning and teaching

Professional learning 
Knowledge base
Data/evidence



Professional learning communities

• Enquiry about learner needs
– Learner needs inform teachers’ learning needs
– Re-invigorate practice (McLaughlin and Talbert, 2008)
– Draw on and develop knowledge

• Collective learning
– Sustainability in new practices
– Coherent experiences for learners

• Safety to admit weakness

• Challenge to support learning



Systematic enquiry: focus

• Clear defensible focus that is “right, shared and 
understood” (Katz et al, 2009, p.47)

– Problems of practice (Boudett et al, 2009)

– Data from practice

• Our focus: understanding learner errors in algebra

• Our problem of practice: how to engage with learner 
errors



Systematic enquiry: role of data

• Data guides PLC as to what are the key learner needs and 
problems of practice in a particular classroom and school

• Focus on particular errors is established on the basis of 
classroom data:
– Test results
– Learner interviews
– Learners’ work
– Classroom observations



Data is not enough

• Data brought into contact with current research and knowledge 

• PLC’s create locally relevant and research-based knowledge
Jackson and Temperley (2008)

• Conventional wisdom about teaching considered in relation to data 
and current research so that all can be interrogated

Hargreaves (2008)

• No one, right set of practices, PLC decides



Networked learning communities

• Bring PLC’s together

• Compare findings
“All our learners make the same errors”

• Access to additional knowledge/resources
Other teachers, facilitators; project leader

• Challenge and support each other on the basis of common activities
Brodie and Shalem (2011)



Role of facilitator

• Sets the tone – constructive challenge; rigorous enquiry; helpful, relevant 
conversation

• Creates safe space for discussion of learner and teacher weaknesses and strengths

• Supports interrogation of classroom data

• Brings classroom data and knowledge into contact with new knowledge

• Brings in own expertise

• Mediates in and from the network



Structure of the project

• Within schools
- Currently 10 schools (7 communities)
- Meet once a week in term time (demanding)
- Varying “success” rates

• Network across schools near to each other
– Once every two months
– Structured presentations and discussions

• University facilitators
– Well qualified and trained (expensive)
– Hand over to school facilitators (questions about expertise)



1. Analyses of errors in international test (algebra)
– What kinds, how many, reasons for errors

1. Mapping of the test in relation to the South African curriculum

2. Interview learners

4. Choice of “leverage” concepts

5.      Reading and discussions of texts in relation to learner errors
on “leverage” concepts

6.      Developing lesson plans for between 3-5 lessons

7. Reflections on videotaped lessons

DIPIP Activities



Identify errors

• Write as simply as 
possible:
2a + 5a 
2a + 5b 
2a + 5b + a …

Answer Percent of learners

2a + 5b = 2a + 5b
Leaves answer open

10%

2a + 5b = 7ab 70%

Other incorrect 
answers

20%

One school, two Grade 10 and 11 classes



Discussion of errors

• Teachers use “metaphor” 
2a + 5b = 2 apples + 5 bananas

• Facilitator
The metaphor produces the incorrect answer
The metaphor does not make sense mathematically because 

a and b are numbers, not fruit
Can 2a be added to 5b?



Reflections in PLC

• Discussion about metaphor
Agreed its mathematically incorrect
But it “works”
“We all learned it that way”

• Challenge from one teacher
If it works, its only for addition, not multiplication
a stands for a number – not apples



Lesson planning

• Found a new metaphor
a and b are number of pages in different books

• Developed and taught a lesson 
emphasised that a and b are numbers
does this new lesson work better?



What the PLC and NLC provide

• Systematic, collective enquiry into learner needs

• Safety to accept (or not) ideas

• Challenge, from facilitators and each other

• Time to take ownership of ideas
– New knowledge and practice



What the PLC and NLC provide

• New knowledge
That might not have been picked up in “content” knowledge sessions

• New practice
Supported by community

• Locally and personally relevant
Connected to broader research



Some conclusions

• PLC’s and NLC’s require:
– Time 
– Careful planning
– Strong facilitation
– Expertise

• NOT a quick fix
– But neither is anything else


